SUPERFLUOUS EXPRESSIONS REVIEW

DEFINITION- The word which is used unnecessarily for any expression is called superfluous expression.

➢ COUSIN BROTHER- “He is my cousin brother.” Here, brother is superfluous, we always use only cousin.

➢ FINAL CONCLUSION- “These boys gave their final conclusion.” Here final is the extra word. Conclusion alone gives complete meaning, conclusion is always final.

➢ MUTUAL AGREEMENT- An Agreement is always mutual so mutual is superfluous.

➢ SUPPOSE IF- Use only suppose or if, both give same meaning.

➢ RETURN BACK- Return is sufficient, don’t use back after it. Some words also don’t take back after them like- reimburse back, recede back, recall back, repeat back, retreat back, don’t use back after such words.

➢ TWO TWINS- Two is an extra word.

➢ REBORN AGAIN- Again is superfluous. Many words like this; rebuild again, recast again, recall again, regain again, reiterate again. Do not use word ‘again’.

➢ DO NOT USE THE WORD ‘NOT’ AFTER THESE WORDS- until, unless, forbid, prohibit, prevent, dissuade, deny, refuse, lest.